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ABSTRACT

This paper demonstrates the efficacy of data-driven localization mappings

for assimilating satellite-like observations in a dynamical system of inter-

mediate complexity. In particular, a sparse network of synthetic brightness

temperature measurements is simulated using an idealized radiative transfer

model and assimilated to the monsoon-Hadley multicloud model, a nonlin-

ear stochastic model containing several thousands of model coordinates. A

serial ensemble Kalman filter is implemented in which the empirical corre-

lation statistics are improved using localization maps obtained from a super-

vised learning algorithm. The impact of the localization mappings is assessed

in perfect model observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs) as well

as in the presence of model errors resulting from the misspecification of key

convective closure parameters. In perfect model OSSEs, the localization map-

pings that use adjacent correlations to improve the correlation estimated from

small ensemble sizes produce robust accurate analysis estimates. In the pres-

ence of model error, the filter skills of the localization maps trained on perfect

and imperfect model data are comparable.
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1. Introduction

In high dimensional applications, ensemble Kalman filters are usually implemented using a

small number of ensemble members due to the high cost in integrating the forecast model. This oc-

curs for instance in operational numerical weather prediction, where forecast models have O(108)

state variables while computational resources can only allow to integrate up to O(100) members

(Houtekamer and Zhang 2016). With such small ensemble sizes relative to the state space dimen-

sion, the technical implementation of the EnKF can suffer from inaccurate state estimation, which

manifests as underestimated forecast error covariances, spurious long-range correlations and ul-

timately filter divergence. The underestimation of forecast error covariances is often addressed

by the method of covariance inflation (Anderson and Anderson 1999; Anderson 2007a) while

spurious correlations at long distances are usually mitigated using the technique of covariance lo-

calization (Hamill et al. 2001; Houtekamer and Mitchell 1998). Localization schemes use tapering

or kernel functions to reduce or zero out unphysical correlations, most often using a Schur product.

The distance-based Gaspari-Cohn (GC) function (Gaspari and Cohn 1999) is a standard example

of a parametric tapering achieved with a fifth order polynomial function on a compact support. The

half-width of the compact support, which determines the geometric distance at which correlations

are cut off, must be tuned for good performance.

While parametric localization functions are useful in practice, they can be expensive to tune

in large-scale applications. For instance, the GC localization function has an optimal half-width

that tends to vary, e.g. by observation type (Houtekamer and Mitchell 2005) and model variables

(Anderson 2007b, 2012) or even as a function of time (Anderson 2012; Chen and Oliver 2010).

Recently, De La Chevrotière and Harlim (2017) proposed a data-driven localization technique that

can capture non-uniform localization bandwidths using a single parameter. The technique uses
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ensemble archived products from which time series of sampled and undersampled correlations

are computed. A supervised learning algorithm analyzes the two training correlation datasets to

infer a localization function, named localization map. The localization map is used in verification

mode to transform the poorly estimated sample correlation into an improved correlation. In a se-

ries of observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs) using the 40-variable Lorenz-96 model

(Lorenz 1996) and a range of linear and nonlinear observation models, the localization maps were

found to improve the filter estimates, most notably in the case of nonlinear indirect observations

(De La Chevrotière and Harlim 2017).

In light of these promising results obtained using a low-order model, the performance of the lo-

calization maps is further explored in a data assimilation system of intermediate complexity. Here,

the serial least squares ensemble Kalman filter (LS-EnKF) of Anderson (2003) is implemented in

the monsoon-Hadley multicloud model (De La Chevrotière and Khouider 2016; De La Chevrotière

2015), a zonally symmetric model for the meridional Hadley circulation and monsoonal flow.

The model’s free troposphere synoptic scale wave dynamics is given by nonlinear equations for

the barotropic and first two baroclinic modes of vertical structure, while the physical processes

of convection and precipitation are represented by a stochastic model for clouds. Although the

monsoon-Hadley multicloud model is an idealized atmospheric circulation model, it features a

nonlinear multiscale wave dynamics with several thousand degrees of model coordinates, which

makes it an ideal testbed for the localization maps. The vertical basis function representation of

the model is exploited to recreate satellite-like observations using an idealized radiative transfer

model. Brightness temperature-like measurements of six satellite channels are assimilated to the

model using a sparse observational network. The filter skill of the localization maps is tested with

this nonlinear indirect observation model in a series of perfect model OSSEs as well as in the

presence of model error.
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The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we review the general framework of

the monsoon-Hadley multicloud model and look at numerical simulations of the model in two

different regimes. In Section 3, the technique of the localization mapping is explained in the

context of the LS-EnKF, followed by a description of the idealized radiative transfer model and

general experimental design. In Section 4 we present the results of OSSEs realized in the perfect

and imperfect model scenarios. We wrap up the paper with a brief summary and conclusions in

Section 5.

2. The monsoon-Hadley multicloud model

The monsoon-Hadley multicloud model is a zonally symmetric model for the large-scale

Hadley circulation, ambient winds, and precipitation associated with the Summer monsoon sea-

son (De La Chevrotière and Khouider 2016; De La Chevrotière 2015). The model is based on

the Galerkin projection of the primitive equations of atmospheric synoptic dynamics onto the first

modes of vertical structure in the free troposphere, and is coupled to a bulk atmospheric bound-

ary layer (ABL) model. The prognostic variables of this vertical projection are the barotropic

and baroclinic horizontal velocities, u0,u1,u2, where each of these modes have zonal and merid-

ional components, u and v, respectively, and the baroclinic potential temperatures, θ1,θ2. The

corresponding vertical basis, depicted as functions of height between the sea level height 0 to the

tropopause HT = 16 km, are shown in Figure 1(a). The free tropospheric pressure p and vertical

velocity w are given by Galerkin expansions consistent with the basis functions, with baroclinic

wave mode amplitudes calculated diagnostically via the hydrostatic equation and incompressibil-

ity condition, respectively. Below the free troposphere model we place a mixed representation of

the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) with prognostic variables that include the horizontal ve-

locity ub = (ub,vb), fluctuation potential temperature θb and equivalent potential temperature θeb.
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See De La Chevrotière (2015), De La Chevrotière and Khouider (2016) and Waite and Khouider

(2009) for the detailed formulation. The moist dynamics of the model is modeled with bulk equa-

tions for the vertically averaged water vapor free tropospheric moisture fluctuation q.

Altogether, the governing equations for the large-scale variables

{θeb,θb,ub,u0,u1,u2,θ1,θ2,q} form the dynamical core of the monsoon-Hadley multi-

cloud model. The dynamical core is a nonlinear system of 13 partial differential equations (PDE)

that is not conservative and not necessarily hyperbolic. The PDE system is solved iteratively with

the Poisson equation for the ABL pressure pb using an operator time-splitting strategy (Strang

1968). The details of the numerical scheme is presented in De La Chevrotière and Khouider

(2016). The unresolved features of convection and precipitation, which will be described in

Section 2a below, are represented by the stochastic multicloud cumulus parameterization scheme

of Khouider et al. (Khouider et al. 2010; Khouider and Majda 2006a,b,c, 2008, 2007).

The computational domain is reduced to a meridional slice of the troposphere between 40◦S

and 40◦N (roughly 9000 km) with a mesoscale grid resolution of about 37 km. The system is inte-

grated as an initial value problem with the initial condition set to a radiative convective equilibrium

(RCE; De La Chevrotière (2015)). This is a spatially homogeneous steady-state solution where

the convective heating is balanced by the radiative cooling. Details on how to construct a RCE so-

lution for the coupled system can be found in De La Chevrotière (2015). In Section 2b we present

numerical simulations in an idealized boreal summer setting. A detailed description of the model

can be found in the original works (De La Chevrotière and Khouider 2016; De La Chevrotière

2015).
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a. The stochastic multicloud parameterization

The multicloud model highlights the role of three heating rates, Hc, Hd , and Hs, corresponding

to the three cloud types that are observed to characterize organized tropical convection: Cumulus

congestus cloud decks that heat the lower troposphere and cool the upper troposphere with cloud

top near the freezing level, deep convective towers that heat the entire troposphere, and stratiform

anvils that warm and dry the upper troposphere and cool and moisten the lower troposphere. These

three cloud types are believed to be responsible for the bulk of the tropical rainfall and constitute

a major source of heat for the free tropospheric circulation (Johnson et al. 1999; Mapes et al.

2006; Abhik et al. 2013). The convective heating rates Hc, Hd and Hs directly force the first two

baroclinic modes of vertical structure as illustrated in Figure 1(b).

The parameterization scheme overlays on top of each grid box a Markov chain square lattice of

size n× n, where each lattice site is either cloud free or occupied by a congestus, deep or strati-

form cloud, denoted as state 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. A continuous-time Markov process is then

defined for each lattice element, allowing transitions from one state to another according to proba-

bility transition rates rkl , k, l = 0,1,2,3, that are Arrhenius-type functions of the convective avail-

able potential energy integrated over the whole troposphere (CAPE), low-level CAPE (CAPEl),

and midtroposphere dryness D. The probability rates rkl are constrained by a set of intuitive rules

which are based on observations of cloud dynamics in the tropics (Johnson et al. 1999; Mapes et al.

2006). For example, a clear sky site turns into a congestus site with high probability if CAPEl is

positive and the middle troposphere is dry, while a congestus site (or clear site) turns into a deep

convective site with high probability if CAPE is positive and the middle troposphere is moist. The

three cloud types are assumed to decay naturally into a cloud free site at some fixed rate. These

rules are formalized in Table 1. Note that since cloud transitions occur arguably on different time
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scales, the probability transition rates rkl are divided by their characteristic timescales τkl . We

use timescale estimate values resulting from a statistical Bayesian inference study of large-eddy

simulated data (De La Chevrotière et al. 2016, see Table 3).

Assuming all n2 Markov chains are independent, one can formally derive (Katsoulakis et al.

2003; Khouider et al. 2010, 2003) the stochastic dynamics for the grid box cloud area fractions

alone. Effectively, given the prescribed timescales τkl and the large-scale thermodynamic state

(e.g. CAPE, D) at a grid box, the scheme outputs the time dependent stochastic cloud area fractions

σc, σd and σs for that column. These in turn influence the large-scale heating rates according to the

following convective closure equations (Khouider et al. 2010; Khouider and Majda 2006c, 2008):

Hd =

{
σdQ+

σd

σdτo
c

[
a1θ ′eb +a2q′−a0(θ ′1 +a3θ ′2)

]}+

, (1a)

Hs =
σsαs

Hm

√
CAPE+, (1b)

Hc =
σcαc

Hm

√
CAPE+

l , (1c)

where x+ = max(x,0), a0, . . . ,a3 and Q are model constants and Hm is the average middle tro-

posphere height; τo
c is a reference convective timescale and αs, αc determine the contributions of

CAPE and CAPEl to congestus and stratiform heatings, respectively. The constant and parameter

values in (1) can be found in De La Chevrotière and Khouider (2016). The closure equations are

expressed in terms of RCE quantities, which are denoted by overbars, and deviations from the

RCE, denoted by primes (e.g. Q denotes the heating potential at RCE).

b. Idealized boreal summer monsoon simulations

The monsoon-Hadley multicloud model is tested in an idealized summer monsoon setting on

an aquaplanet with constant but nonuniform sea surface temperature (SST) mimicking the Indian
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and Pacific Oceans’ warm pool (WP). The prescribed SST follows a Gaussian meridional profile

centered at 15◦ N, as shown in Figure 2. This is meant to replicate the warm SSTs observed

in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) during the boreal summer. We use a multicloud

stochastic lattice of size n = 30 embedded in our 37 km resolution meridional grid, which results

in convective cells with a horizontal extent of O(1 km).

The model is integrated for roughly 1350 days with a time step of 3 minutes. The solutions are in

a statistical steady state after a short transient period of 100 to 200 days (De La Chevrotière 2015).

The first 1000 days are discarded as burn-in and the last 350 days are used for training purposes.

Here we present the simulation results for two parameter regimes A and B, which differ only

by their convective parameterization cloud timescales: regime A uses the Bayes mean timescale

estimates of Table 1 while the timescales of regime B are obtained by adding one Bayes standard

deviation to the mean. We should point out that most of the model errors is due to misspecification

in the deep clouds decaying rate with large standard deviation. We will use these two regimes to

simulate numerical experiments with model error.

The mean meridional circulation resulting from taking the time average of the solution over

the training interval is plotted in Figure 3 for regime A. The height-latitude contour plots are

shown for the horizontal wind components u and v, vertical velocity w, potential temperature θ ,

pressure p and total heating H, each obtained from its respective Galerkin expansion as detailed in

De La Chevrotière and Khouider (2016). The cross sections show the dominant deep tropospheric

overturning of the Hadley circulation, with an ascending branch over the WP at 15◦N resulting

from low-level convergence, and subsidence near 10◦ S. The upward motion branch of the Hadley

cell is associated with a strong deep barotropic heating mode and a stratiform second baroclinic

potential temperature mode. The sea level pressure drops significantly moving northward through

the ITCZ, a characteristic of the monsoon trough. The low-level wind displays the turning of the
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equatorial easterlies to westerlies South of the pressure trough and then back to easterlies, similar

to the mean monsoonal flow of the boreal summer season.

The Hovmöller plot diagrams of the wave fluctuations from the mean solutions are shown for

regime A in Figure 5. The latitude-time contours of θeb, q and v0 are plotted for a 25 day period

starting at day 1200. The contour plots of the three cloud area fractions are also pictured during

that same period. Small scale intermittent events can be observed throughout the domain, with

a larger concentration over the WP, roughly the 5− 25◦N band. Mesoscale cloud clusters are

seen propagating southward and northward from the WP with suppressed and active phases of

convection alternating every 1 to 2 days. We also observe that the strong events in the precipitation

related fields θeb and q correlate well with the cloud coverage peaks.

The mean meridional circulation and Hovmöller plots for regime B are shown in Figures 4 and

6, respectively. As mentioned before, the cloud transition timescales of regime B are larger than

those of regime A by one standard deviation. This positive bias in the transition timescales has an

impact on the wave disturbances: cloud systems are now larger and persist over several days, while

their period of oscillation is in the order of 10 days or so. The mean meridional circulation shows

a reduced low level convergence and dampen upward motion over the WP region. The convective

total heating also appears diminished throughout the domain.

3. Data assimilation methodology and experimental design

The nonlinear Gaussian discrete-time filtering problem that we consider in this paper can be

written in a compact form as follows,

xm+1 = F(xm) (2a)

yo
m = G(xm)+εm, εm ∼N (0,R), (2b)
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where F is a nonlinear forecast model operator (representing here the Hadley monsoon stochastic

multicloud model) and G is a nonlinear observation model with a Gaussian measurement error ε

with zero mean and covariance R. The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is an approximate filtering

method introduced by Evensen (1994) to estimate the first two-order statistics of the nonlinear

filtering problem in (2a)-(2b). The key idea of the EnKF is to model the background (or forecast)

density as a Gaussian distribution with mean and covariance estimated empirically from an en-

semble of K forecast solutions. Subsequently, analysis mean and covariance matrix are computed

using the Kalman filter formula (Kalman 1960), incorporating the information from the current

observations to the mean update. Finally, the analysis (or posterior) ensemble estimates are drawn

from the Gaussian analysis distribution. We should mention that there are many variations of

EnKF (e.g. Houtekamer and Mitchell (1998); Bishop et al. (2001); Anderson (2001); Whitaker

and Hamill (2002)) since there are non-unique ways to sample the Gaussian analysis density.

In theory, for linear models with Gaussian errors, the EnKF converges to the (exact) KF solution

in the limit of large ensemble size, K → ∞. However the use of large ensembles is often cost

prohibitive in practice, and typically we resort to small ensembles of size K � N, where N is

the dimension of the state space. For instance, in our application K = O(10) while N = O(103).

While a small ensemble size is computationally desirable, it introduces sampling errors that lead to

underestimated covariances (Furrer and Bengtsson 2007). This issue is routinely addressed using

covariance inflation methods (Anderson 2007a) that essentially “blow up” the prior covariance

by some inflation factor. Furthermore, small ensemble sizes also induce spurious ensemble cor-

relations between observations and state variables with distant grid points (Lorenc 2003). This

problem is usually mitigated using a technique known as localization (Houtekamer and Mitchell

1998).
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In this paper, we address the spurious correlation issue with the data-driven technique proposed

by De La Chevrotière and Harlim (2017). Instead of tuning a specified parametric localization

function (such as the half-width parameter of the Gaspari-Cohn or exponentially decaying func-

tions), this method uses a pair of labeled training datasets to estimate a linear map, called the

localization map, that transforms the poorly estimated sample correlation into an improved corre-

lation. This training methodology is effectively an example of supervised learning in the machine

learning community (see e.g. Friedman et al. 2001). Here, the localization map is implemented

within the sequential least squares framework of Anderson (LS-EnKF; Anderson (2003)), a serial

variant of the EnKF which allows for observations with independent measurement errors to be

assimilated sequentially. Anderson’s scheme breaks down the filtering problem into a sequence of

linear regressions of a scalar observation onto the state vector. In this scalar context, the covari-

ances, or correlations, between a single observation and the model state variables appear explicitly

and can be easily localized.

In the remainder of this section, we provide a brief review on the LS-EnKF in Section 3a and

the localization map technique in Section 3b. In Section 3c, we introduce the idealized radiative

transfer model for synthetic satellite observations and conclude with the experimental design in

Section 3d.

a. Least squares EnKF algorithm

In the LS-EnKF, an ensemble of K model state samples is integrated forward using the forecast

model F , producing a set of prior (or forecast) solutions {x f ,k}K
k=1 (note that the time index is sup-

pressed for clarity of notation). Each ensemble member x f ,k is then projected to the observation

space by applying the observation operator, i.e. y f ,k = G(x f ,k). The mean and variance of the

jth component of the observation vector y f ,k ∈ RM are approximated by its ensemble mean and
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variance,

y f
j =

1
K

K

∑
k=1

y f ,k
j , and P f

y jy j
=

1
K−1

K

∑
k=1

(y f ,k
j − y f

j )
2, j = 1, . . . ,M, (3)

respectively. The LS-EnKF algorithm works under the assumption that observation errors are

independent (the matrix R ∈ RM×M is diagonal) and uses the unperturbed observation component

yo
j to sequentially update the ensemble solutions. We should point out that our choice of using this

algorithm is just for convenience, one can consider more advanced data assimilation techniques

that can handle correlated observation errors, especially when dealing with satellite measurements

(Waller et al. 2014). For each observation component j, j = 1, . . . ,M, the LS-EnKF executes the

following update:

ya
j = y f

j +(P f
y jy j

+R j j)
−1P f

y jy j
(yo

j − y f
j ), (4a)

ya,k
j = ya

j +

√
R j j

R j j +P f
y jy j

(y f ,k
j − y f

j ), (4b)

where R j j is the jth element of the diagonal of R. Note that the update step (4) can be interpreted

as a scalar ensemble filter in the observation space. The second step of the LS-EnKF is to regress

the increment ∆yk
j = ya,k

j − y f ,k
j of the observation variable onto the state variables as follows:

xa,k = x f ,k +
P f
xy j

P f
y jy j

∆yk
j, (4c)

where the cross-covariance vector P f
xy j ∈ RN is also approximated by its ensemble statistics, that

is,

P f
xiy j

=
1

K−1

K

∑
k=1

(x f ,k
i − x f

i )(y
f ,k
j − y f

j ), i = 1, . . . ,N. (5)

As mentioned before, the use of small ensemble sizes K � N has two adverse effects: 1) un-

derestimating the covariance and 2) producing unphysical, spurious long-range correlations. In

our numerical implementation, the first issue is dealt with using the adaptive covariance infla-
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tion of Anderson (2007a) while the second is addressed using the localization mapping technique

described in the next section.

b. Localization mappings and modified LS-EnKF

The localization mappings introduced in De La Chevrotière and Harlim (2017) use information

from the sample correlation matrix between the model variable x and the observation variable y,

defined in the usual way as

CK
xy = diag(Pxx)−1/2Pxy diag(Pyy)−1/2 ∈ RN×M. (6)

Here, diag(Pxx) and diag(Pyy) are diagonal square matrices having as their main diagonal the

diagonal elements of Pxx and Pyy, respectively. For example, the diagonal elements of diag(Pyy)

are given as in (3). The elements of the cross-covariance matrix Pxy, on the other hand, are given

by (5). All are estimated from an ensemble of size K.

The idea behind the localization mappings is to obtain a map L that transforms, at each time

step m, a poorly estimated correlation matrix CK,m
xy obtained using a small ensemble of size K�N

into an improved correlation matrix, that is “closer” to some target correlation CL,m
xy estimated

using a large ensemble size L� K. In practice, L is taken as large as possible, in such a way that

CL,m
xy is a good approximation to the asymptotic correlation C∞,m

xy , at time m.

The map L is assumed to be of linear form, and we seek an estimate of L that minimizes

the expected squared error between the transformed correlation and the target correlation CL
xy.

Specifically, for every pair of observation j and model state variable i, we find Li j ∈RNloc , Nloc <

N, that minimizes the following error cost function

J(Li j) =
∫
[−1,1]2ρ+2

[
i+ρ

∑
`=i−ρ

L `
i jC

K
` j−CL

i j

]2

p(CK
• j
∣∣CL

i j)p(CL
i j)dCK

• jdCL
i j, Li j ∈ RNloc, (7)
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where Ci j :=Cxiy j , L
`

i j is the ` th component of Li j, and C• j := (C(i−ρ) j, . . . ,C(i+ρ) j)∈RNloc . Here,

we emphasize J as a function of Li j although it also depends on Nloc (or ρ). The distributions

of the densities p(CL
i j) and p(CK

• j

∣∣CL
i j) are assumed to be stationary and will be sampled from a

training dataset. Effectively, the solution of the minimization problem (7) produces an estimate

of the correlation CL
i j through a linear map of size Nloc = 2ρ +1 that combines the information of

the local subsampled correlations CK
` j which are spatially located within a radius ρ of the model

variable xi’s grid location. A special form of (7) arises when the radius ρ = 0 and Li j ∈ R is a

scalar learned from the point correlation CK
i j . In this case, the data-driven map L = {Li j}N,M

i, j=1

corrects the correlation matrix Cxy pointwise, in the same manner as a Schur product.

One way to approximate the solution of the minimization problem in (7) is to discretize the cost

function using samples from p(CK
• j

∣∣CL
i j) and p(CL

i j). We next describe a sampling method based

on a historical data assimilation product using a large ensemble size L� K. In high-dimensional

applications, one may not have this training data set since it is computationally not feasible to

obtain a reasonably accurate state estimation by employing EnKF with a very large L without any

form of localization. In this situation, then one can simulate the training data using an EnKF with

an ensemble size L that is only slightly larger than the verification size K (e.g. L = O(102−103)

for K = 10), with a very broad localization range to obtain a reasonably accurate state estimation.

An example of such experiment was reported by Miyoshi et al. (2014) with 10,240 ensemble

members.

Our sampling method first consists of generating training data using a global EnKF scheme

with an ensemble of size L. Suppose that for each ensemble member k = 1, . . . ,L, the assimila-

tion experiment generates a time series of forecasts {x f ,k
1 ,x

f ,k
2 , . . . ,x

f ,k
T }, where T is the number

of assimilation cycles. Then, at each cycle m, m = 1, . . . ,T , we calculate the sample correla-

tion CL
i j,m using all of the ensemble members as well as a subsampled correlation CK

i j,m, selecting
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only K members out of L. By this method, we effectively obtain samples CL
i j,m ∼ p(CL

i j) and

CK
• j,m ∼ p(CK

• j

∣∣CL
i j). Given these samples, the Monte-Carlo approximation to the minimization of

the integral equation in (7) is given by

min
Li j

1
T

T

∑
m=1

[
i+ρ

∑
`=i−ρ

L `
i jC

K
` j,m−CL

i j,m

]2

, Li j ∈ RNloc, (8)

which is essentially a linear least squares problem. For every i, j, the explicit solution of this linear

least-square problem is given by x = (A>A)−1(A>b), for x = (L `
i j) ∈ R2ρ+1, A = (CK

` j,m) ∈

RT×(2ρ+1) and b = (CL
i j,m) ∈ RT . Solving (8) for all i and j, we obtain the linear map estimator

L̂ = {L̂i j}N,M
i, j=1. Finally, the straightforward modification on the LS-EnKF is to replace P f

xy j in

Eqn. (4c) by

P f
xy j

=

√
P f

y jy jdiag(P f
xx)

1/2CK
xy j
←
√

P f
y jy jdiag(P f

xx)
1/2ĈL

xy j
. (9)

Here, the components of ĈL
xy j

are given by ĈL
xiy j

= ∑i+ρ
`=i−ρ L̂ `

i jC
K
` j. The new and improved correla-

tion ĈL
xy j

is closer, in the least square sense, to the target correlation CL
xy j

. Note that the map L is

trained offline on the data {CK
xy,m,C

L
xy,m}T

m=1 and the computational complexity of each regression

problem is O(LNlocT ) (De La Chevrotière and Harlim 2017). The training of L with 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 6

using a Matlab serial application takes an approximate 13 hours wall-clock time on a single CPU.

The relative residual norm of the linear estimator (L̂ `
i j) = x̂, calculated as ‖Ax̂−b‖2/‖b‖2, is on

average 20% and is weakly monotonic decreasing as a function of ρ or K.

c. An idealized radiative transfer model

In our numerical experiments below, we consider assimilating satellite-like observations based

on an idealized radiative transfer model that assumes an absorption coefficient of the form

α(q,z) = α0 exp[−z/(HT q̃)], (10)
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where α0 is a reference value, HT is the height of the troposphere and q̃ is a rescaled measure

of the free troposphere vertically averaged moisture anomaly q (in the experiments reported here,

q̃ = 0.1(q−a)/(b−a)+0.05, where a = min(q) and b = max(q) and the extrema are taken over

the training data set). As expected, α decreases exponentially with height, and is sensitive to the

atmospheric moisture content q. The optical thickness of the atmosphere between heights z and z1

is defined as

τ(q,z1,z) =
∫ z1

z
α(q,z′)dz′= HT q̃[α(q,z)−α(q,z1)], (11)

where the last equality is obtained via the integration of the absorption coefficient (10). The

transmittance Tλ at the wavelength λ is given by a semblance of Beer’s Law:

Tλ (q,z1,z) = exp(−τ(q,z1,z)) = exp(HT q̃[α(q,z1)−α(q,z)]). (12)

The vertical derivative of the transmittance is known as the weighting function Kλ :

Kλ (q,z1,z) =
∂Tλ (q,z1,z)

∂ z
= α(q,z)Tλ (q,z1,z). (13)

We desire to simulate channels whose weighing function peaks at a specific height zmax in the

troposphere. This occurs at zmax = HT q̃ ln[α0HT q̃]. Using this critical height we determine α0 =

exp[zmax/(HT q̃)]/(HT q̃), which in turn specifies Kλ . We select 6 distinct wavelengths λ1, . . . ,λ6,

that we also call channels, associated with the heights zmax = 2,4,6,8,10,12 km, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the top-of-atmosphere optical thickness, transmittance, and weighting function for

these 6 channels for various atmospheric states drawn from climatology.

The integrated brightness temperature at height z1 associated with the wavelength λ is modeled

by

Tb,λ (θ ,θb,q,z1) = θbTλ (q,z1,0)+
∫ z1

0
θ(z)Kλ (q,z1,z)dz (14)
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where θb is the ABL potential temperature and θ(z) is the potential temperature at height z recon-

structed by linear superposition of its first two baroclinic modes as described in Figure 1. For our

data assimilation experiments, we consider the top-of-atmosphere satellite brightness temperature-

like measurements defined as Tb,λ (θ ,θb,q,∞). Figure 8 shows the top-of-atmosphere brightness

temperature Tb,λ (θ ,θb,q,∞) for the channel λ1 calculated from the climatology over a period of

65 days.

d. Experimental design

The monsoon-Hadley multicloud model described in Section 2 coupled with the modified LS-

EnKF given by equations (4) and (9) form our assimilation scheme. We will conduct OSSEs in the

perfect as well as imperfect model scenarios. In the perfect model scenario, both the nature and

forecast states are generated using the same model configuration (regime A; identical twin experi-

ments). In the imperfect model scenario, the nature is generated using the reference parameters of

regime A while the forecast model parameters are of regime B, as discussed in Section 2b.

The analysis is performed over the 256 internal grid points of the meridional numerical do-

main, on the 14 large-scale fields {θeb,θb, pb,ub,u0,u1,u2,θ1,θ2,q}. Thus the model state is of

dimension N = 14× 256 = 3584. The stochastic cloud area fractions σc, σd and σs of the con-

vective parameterization are not filtered given the added algorithmic complexity of constraining

the updated cloud states to the nonnegative range. Interested readers should consult the alternative

method proposed in Janjić et al. (2014), which was designed to preserve the positivity and conserve

mass. After analysis, the cloud heating rates Hc, Hd and Hs are calculated using the background

cloud area fractions and the analyzed large-scale fields to enforce the convective closure balance

of the multicloud parameterization.
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The observations are generated from the nature run according to (2b), where the observation

model G is the idealized radiative transfer model described in the previous section, and the obser-

vation error covariance matrix R is diagonal with components equal to 10% of the climatological

variances. More precisely, G maps the mass field {θb,θ ,q} at an observation location to a bright-

ness temperature-like measurement Tb,λ`
(θ ,θb,q,∞) for the channel λ`, ` = 1, . . . ,6. All 6 chan-

nels are observed on 64 uniformly distributed meridional locations (every 148 km or so) for a total

of M = 6× 64 = 384 observations. Observations are assimilated at every 30 model integration

steps (1.5 hr).

The correlation data used to train the localization maps are obtained by running an OSSE using

L = 1000 members for about 1350 days, using the last 90 days (or T = 90× 24÷ 1.5 = 1440

cycles, accounting for an analysis every 1.5 hr) for training. At each cycle m = 1, . . . ,1440, we

obtain correlation matrices C1000
m and CK

m for values of K ranging from 10 to 35. The localization

maps are obtained from solving the least square problem (8) using ρ = 6. Results using other

values of ρ will be reported in some cases. This means that we correct each correlation between a

model state xi (say u0 at the Equator) and an observation y j (radiance at some remote station) using

a linear combination of the correlations between that observation and like-field model states (u0)

located within 6 grid points from the model state location (the Equator). In Figure 9, we show the

vector localization maps for the correlations between the model coordinates i of the field ub and a

Channel 1 brightness temperature observation j located on the green point (near the Equator). Each

panel of this figure corresponds to the resulting map optimized for different K. Each vertical slice

of the contour plot in each panel consists of 13 values (` = i−ρ, . . . , i+ρ,ρ = 6) obtained from

solving the regression problem in (8). For the observation at location j (green dot), we solve the

regression problems corresponding to the model grid points i which satisfy |i− j| ≤ 32, as shown
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in the horizontal axis in each panel of Figure 9. This choice is to avoid excessive computational

storage and to ensure that we can capture the nontrivial nonlocal structure of the correlations.

Notice that from Figure 9 the structure of the map is not symmetric with respect to the observa-

tion location. Secondly, the function value of the map for larger |i− j| (or the support) increases

as a function of K. This is consistent with the results in a simpler context (De La Chevrotière and

Harlim 2017). In fact, if L = K in (8), the resulting map L `
i j is one for ` = 0 and zero otherwise

for all i, j. This means that for the case of L = K, the map does not provide any localization. If

this map is used for filtering with K < L, then the filter will diverge. We will support this argument

with numerical results below.

Although the focus will be on the vector maps obtained with ρ = 6, we will also show results

of the scalar map (ρ = 0) in the perfect model case as reference. In Fig. 10, we show examples of

the scalar localization maps optimized for K = 15 compared to the Gaspari-Cohn with half-width

parameter equals to 6. Notice that the amplitudes and supports of the data-driven maps vary as

functions of the observation location and variable.

The accuracy of the assimilation is measured out of sampling (on a verification interval that is

independent of the training data) by the time mean of the RMS error between the analysis ensemble

mean, xa, and the truth run, xtruth:

RMSE =

[
1

TV

TV

∑
m=1

(xa
m−xtruth

m )2

]1/2

,

where TV , the length of the verification interval, is set to 1 year or 365 days (TV = 5840 analysis

cycles).
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4. Numerical Results

We now present the numerical results for OSSEs realized in the perfect and imperfect model

scenarios. In the perfect model experiments, both the truth and forecast states are simulated with

regime A. In the imperfect model experiments, the forecast model and the truth are simulated using

regimes B and A, respectively (see Table 2 for details). Recall that regime B differs from regime

A by its slightly larger convective parameterization timescales. The goal of the imperfect model

experiments is to test the robustness of the localization maps in the presence of model error.

In the first numerical experiment, our goal is to check the sensitivity of the filter estimates on

parameter ρ . To do this, we train the maps for ρ = 0−10 for the case of K = 10. In Figure 11, we

compute the average relative degradation as a function of ρ . Here, the average relative degradation

is defined as follows,

RDρ =
1

14

14

∑
j=1

RMSE j,ρ −minρ RMSE j,ρ

minρ RMSE j,ρ
,

where RMSE j,ρ denotes the RMSE for the jth variable (of the 14 components) and obtained using

localization map with parameter ρ . The minimum is taken over the range of ρ = 0−10. Based on

this metric, one can see that the relative degradations for ρ = 5−10 are on average 10% less that

those of ρ = 0−4. Based on this empirical result, we will focus on the case of scalar map ρ = 0

and vector map ρ = 6 in the remaining of this paper.

a. Perfect model experiments

We first realize a perfect model experiment using 1000 members (TD PM), calculating the back-

ground correlation at each analysis cycle. Using this dataset we obtain two different maps: 1) A

scalar map with ρ = 0 and 2) a vector map with ρ = 6. Examples of these two maps are shown in

Figures 9 and 10. We summarize these (and the model error) experiment configurations in Table 2.

The results of the perfect model verification experiments using these two maps (labelled PM ρ = 0
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and ρ = 6) were shown in Figure 12. We report the time mean analysis RMSE over a one year

verification interval as a function of ensemble size for the 14 analysis fields. For reference, a ver-

ification experiment using a GC localization with a half-length equal to 6 is included. Figure 12

also reports the RMSE of the experiment TD PM and the climatological standard deviation which

quantifies the error without data assimilation.

Comparing the scalar map PM ρ = 0 with the vector map PM ρ = 6 and the GC localization,

we find that the performance of the vector map PM ρ = 6 is the closest to the training experiment

TD PM realized with 1000 members. The improvement of the vector map over the scalar map is

most markedly seen for the fields u0 and ub. In fact we observe that, of all fields, u0 and ub have

the highest RMSEs relative to climatology. Going back to the training data TD PM, an inspection

of the autocorrelation function for u0 and ub reveal that their signal is still strongly correlated

over the 90 day training interval, which is a violation of the stationarity assumption of the cost

function formulation in (7). We should also point out that the dynamics of these variables are

almost constant (since they are slow) within the observation time scales (1.5 hours), which means

that the linearized dynamics are close to identity (or marginally unstable with eigenvalues close to

one). The basic Kalman filter theory suggests that the observability and controllability conditions

are necessary for accurate estimation (Kalman 1960). In our case, the observability condition is

most likely violated since we don’t observe u0 and ub directly. The fact that the vector map PM

ρ = 6 improves the estimates relative to the scalar map PM ρ = 0 can be due to an improved

controllability condition of the filter. We should point out that an analogous finding (inaccurate

estimate) was also reported by Tardif et al. (2014) in the context of assimilating purely atmospheric

data at frequent times in a coupled atmospheric-ocean data assimilation. To resolve this issue,

they proposed to change the observation function and reduce the observation frequency, which

effectively improve the observability condition (as an alternative to improving the controllabilty
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condition). While both filtering problems considered here and in Tardif et al. (2014) are nonlinear,

yet the classical linear filtering theory seems to give a plausible explanation for the results. We

also note that GC performs the worse among these numerical experiments. In fact, GC numerically

blows up when the ensemble size is too small (10 ensemble members in our experiment).

b. Model error experiments

We next investigate the performance of the localization maps in the presence of model error. We

first run a model error experiment using 1000 members, producing the training dataset TD ME.

We train two different maps on TD ME’s background correlations to be used in verification model

error experiments (labeled ME2): 1) A scalar map (ρ = 0) and 2) a vector map using ρ = 6.

As a reference, we show the model error experiment ME1 using a “perfectly tuned” vector map

(ρ = 6), that is, a map trained on the perfect model training data TD PM. While this configuration

is not practical in real applications since one does not have the knowledge of the true dynamical

parameters (regime A in this example), this experiment provides, as we will discuss below, an

intuition of how sensitive the proposed method is to the model error in the training dataset.

The results of the model error verification experiments using the maps ME1 and ME2 as well

as a GC localization (with a half-width equal to 6) are shown in Figure 13, along with the RMSE

of the two reference training experiments TD PM and TD ME. The perfect model experiment PM

ρ = 6 is added for sake of comparison. Overall, GC performs the worst with numerical blow up

at K = 10. The scalar map ME2 ρ = 0 produces improved filter estimates over GC except on

θeb,θ1,q but it converges for the case of K = 10. The vector map ME2 ρ = 6 beats these two cases

on all counts. Also, the filtering skills of the vector maps ME1 ρ = 6 and ME2 ρ = 6 are visually

indistinguishable. For some of the fields, most notably for vb, v0, v2 and θ2, their skills are close

to that of the perfect model vector map experiment PM ρ = 6. Interestingly, in some cases (e.g.
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ub,u0,u1,v1,u2 and θ1) the vector maps ME2 outperform their own training experiment TD ME,

especially when the ensemble size is large. This result reminisces the same finding by Oke et al.

(2007) in a simpler context with a perfect and linear model scenario. In particular, they found that

localization on EnKF can improve the effective rank of the ensemble and outperform EnKF with

large ensemble size without localization.

While the results from using the vector maps ME2 ρ = 6 are almost indistinguishable compared

to ME1 ρ = 6 in almost all cases, we should note that the results of ME2 ρ = 6 can be sensitive to

the training data. In particular in the case K = 30 we found that for the specific training data set,

the resulting map produces filter divergence estimates. In this case, we found that the issue can be

overcome using the map trained on a longer data set (6 months rather than 3 months; see the red

markers in Figure 13 for the case K = 30). This sensitivity issue, which occurs in the experiments

with larger K, can be understood as follows. First, the support of the resulting map grows as K

increases as shown in Figure 9. Second, it is generally difficult to estimate correlations between

two random variables that have small true correlations. Even in the simplest case, it is well known

that the empirical correlation estimates of independent and identically distributed Gaussian vari-

ables with true correlation ρ has error variances with leading order term (1−ρ2)2K−1 (Hotelling

1953). This means that the estimates CK
i j for which the true correlations are small have large error

variances. On the other hand, accurate estimates of the correlations, especially for those corre-

sponding to i and j with large |i− j| for maps with larger support, are crucial in the regression in

(8) for large K. Since the error of the Monte-Carlo approximation (8) of (7) is proportional to the

square-root of the ratio between the variance of the integrand and the size of data T , then it is clear

that larger T is required to offset the larger variances. This is why the simulations with longer

training dataset can overcome the issue. Third, the condition number of the least square problems

in (8) ranges betwen 101 and 107 (see e.g. Section 3.3 of Demmel (1997) for the definition of the
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condition numbers for linear least squares problems). This means that the proposed least square

method is ill-conditioned and thus small perturbation (e.g., on the order of 10−7) to the data (due

to model error) can yield an order one relative error in the resulting vector map. Indeed, when we

compare the vector maps of the case K = 30 that are trained on different training intervals (one that

gives accurate analysis and another one that does not converge), the relative error of the resulting

vector maps (in uniform norm) is on the order of one.

If longer data set is not available, we numerically found that one can also overcome this issue

by choosing different ρ (results are not shown). We should also mention that for a given CL
i j,

one can generate more samples of p(CK
• j |CL

i j) in (7). Specifically, one can construct CK
• j using

different choices of K ensemble members among the available L training ensemble solutions. In

this manuscript, we only regress to one sample of p(CK
• j |CL

i j) for each CL
i j. The point we want to

make is that one can increase the training data by regressing each CL
i j to multiple CK

• j constructed

from different subsets of the training ensemble members.

Alternatively, one can use the maps optimized for smaller ensemble sizes. As a supporting

argument, we test the robustness of the localization vector maps (ρ = 6) by running a model error

verification experiment with an ensemble size K, using a map ME2 optimized for an ensemble

size K′ 6= K. The RMSEs for K,K′ = 10,15, . . . ,35 are reported in Figure 14. The case K = K′

is identical to the experiment ME2 ρ = 6 in Figure 13. The results in Figure 14 reveal that filter

fails systematically when K′ > K, that is, when the training ensemble size is greater than the

verification ensemble size. This result is consistent with our explanation above. That is, since the

map’s support increases as a function of K′, the failure in the case of K′ > K is partially due to the

existing spurious, long-range correlations that are not damped out by the map with larger support

trained with ensemble size K′. On the other hand, except for ub and u0, the filtered estimates

monotonically degrade if one uses the maps trained on K′ < K to filter with an ensemble of size
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K. In this case, the maps trained with smaller ensemble size K′ < K overly damp out the spurious

correlations since they have smaller supports. For ub and u0, the sensitivity is more difficult to

predict since the filtering problem is in a difficult regime for these two variables as explained in

Section 4a in addition to highly correlated training data.

The analysis and truth for the experiment ME2 ρ = 6 with K = 10 are compared in a series of

plots in Figures 15 and 16. A snapshot of the meridional profile of the zonal wind u, potential

temperature θ and total heating H are plotted in Figure 15, with superimposed velocity field com-

ponents v and w. Although the analyzed velocity field (v,w) is not well recovered, the analysis

fields u and θ appear to be closer to the true state. We should note here that the data assimilation

experiments are performed in the presence of model error and among these variables, only θ is

observed indirectly through (14). The total heating H, calculated from the non-assimilated heating

rate modes Hc, Hd and Hs, is expected to be harder to recover than the fully assimilated fields θ and

u. Figure 16 contains the Hovmöller plots of the indirectly observed free tropospheric moisture q

and non-assimilated cloud area fraction σd . The analyzed q compares well with the true state but

the filter estimate of the field σd contains errors relative to the true field.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we demonstrated the efficacy of the localization maps introduced in

(De La Chevrotière and Harlim 2017) in a series of OSSEs realized with the monsoon-Hadley

multicloud model, an idealized model with roughly three thousand six hundred model coordinates

for the synoptic scale Hadley circulation and monsoonal flow. The model features a stochastic

parameterization for clouds to represent the subgrid-scale processes of convection and precipi-

tation and a bulk boundary layer dynamical model. We implemented the localization maps in a

serial EnKF to assimilate satellite-like nonlinear indirect observations using an idealized radiative
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transfer model. We took vertically integrated brightness temperature measurements on 6 different

channels over a sparse observational network (the total number of observations are close to 400).

From the perfect model configuration, we learn that the data-driven localization map with small

ensemble sizes of order O(10) produced analysis estimates closer to those obtained from EnKF

with ensemble sizes of order O(1000) compared to the other methods in our numerical experi-

ments, provided that the training data are close to stationary. Of all 14 analyzed fields, the filter

has most difficulty recovering the free troposphere barotropic zonal wind u0 and the ABL zonal

wind ub since these two slow variables that are not directly observed are in a difficult filtering

regime, as explained in Section 4a. As a consequence, the training data of these two fields are

highly correlated compared to the other fields. This means that for these two variables, the as-

sumption for the training strategy, that is, stationarity on the correlation distribution, is violated.

Nevertheless, when the ensemble size is extremely small, the numerical results suggest that the

vector localization map, which uses information of adjacent spatial correlations to improve the

correlation estimates, is more robust relative to the scalar localization map that is analogous to the

usual Schur product-based localization function. In fact, our numerical results showed consistent

improvement over the usual Gaspari-Cohn localization especially when small ensemble sizes are

used.

We also checked the proposed localization mapping in the presence of model error arising from

misspecification of the convective time scales that impacts on the stochastic dynamics of the cloud

area fractions, and in turn affects the large-scale through the convective closure of the model. In

this scenario, we found that the filter performances using the localization maps obtained from

imperfect model training data are almost identical to those using the localization maps obtained

from perfect model training data. In some variables (ub,u0,u1,v1,u2 and θ1), where most of these

are not observed, we found that the localization mapping outperforms their own imperfect model
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training data assimilation filter skill. This result is possibly due to an improved effective ensemble

size with the proposed localization mapping, which is analogous to the finding by Oke et al. (2007)

in a simpler context.

Closer inspection reveals that the proposed least square fitting in (8) is an ill-conditioned prob-

lem with condition numbers as large as 107. This suggests that the quality of the data set is

important for accurate estimation of the maps. While this is not a desirable feature, we found that

this issue (which we encountered in the case of K = 30) can be overcome by using a longer train-

ing data set, which offsets the larger Monte-Carlo error variance in correlation estimates between

observation and model variables of large distances. Several strategies were proposed to overcome

this issue when longer data set is not available. We numerically verified one of these strategies,

namely by using the resulting maps optimized for smaller ensemble sizes.

The numerical results from the scalar map ρ = 0 is better compared to the standard GC local-

ization. In particular, the filtering with scalar maps does not blow up in the case of small ensemble

sizes where GC does. The major difference between these two localization techniques is that the

scalar maps have non-uniform bandwidths while the GC localization uses a uniform bandwidth

function. From a practical standpoint, these results are encouraging since specifying non-uniform

bandwidths for the GC localization function is not trivial. On the other hand, the scalar maps are

trained by setting one parameter ρ = 0. Furthermore, the cost of training the scalar map is less

than that of the vector map and the scalar maps are less sensitive to the training data compared to

the vector maps (at least we didn’t encounter the sensitivity issue as in the case of ρ = 6 in our

numerical experiments). For the vector map, besides the sensitivity issue, an adequate choice of

parameter ρ is needed to see the improvement as shown in our numerical example.

From the encouraging results in this paper, this data-driven localization mapping is scalable

for high dimensional applications, replacing the usual distance-based parametric-type localization
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function which is designed for spatial correlations that are local. The non-parametric nature of this

approach allows the data to flexibly determine the appropriate non-trivial shape of the localization

maps, including various non-local correlation dependence that is usually ignored with the standard

localization. One potential issue is the availability of the high-quality training data set since gener-

ating training data without any localization (as done in this paper) is not possible for Atmospheric

Global Circulation Models at this point. However, one can train the localization maps using em-

pirical correlations obtained from large ensemble member data assimilation simulations with a

very broad localization range such those demonstrated in (Miyoshi et al. 2014). Another issue is

the availability of the high-quality training data set in the presence of more severe modeling error,

beyond parameter misspecification considered in this paper. In this situation, one may need more

advanced model error estimation techniques (Harlim 2017) to generate reliable training data set.

Another challenge in the operational setting is that the atmospheric dynamics are intermittent and

seasonal. In addition, various types of observations are usually assimilated. It remains interesting

to see whether we can use the idea in this paper to train the localization maps for the observations

which have nontrivial non-local correlation structures and whether substantial improvement can

be attained to offset the cost in the training procedure.
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TABLE 1: Cloud transition probability rates rkl and timescales τkl in the stochastic multicloud
parameterization. Here C, Cl and D are measures of the environment CAPE, low level CAPE, and
midtroposphere dryness, respectively. The timescales’ mean and standard deviation (SD) Bayes
estimates are obtained from De La Chevrotière et al. (2016).

Cloud transition Probability rate Timescale Bayes mean (SD) in hrs

Formation of congestus r01 = Γ(Cl)Γ(D)/τ01 31.789 (4.795)

Decay of congestus r10 = Γ(D)/τ10 1.761 (0.224)

Conversion of congestus to deep r12 = Γ(C)
(
1−Γ(D)

)
/τ12 0.238 (0.001)

Formation of deep r02 = Γ(C)
(
1−Γ(D)

)
/τ02 11.821 (0.211)

Conversion of deep to stratiform r23 = 1/τ23 0.2570 (0.0001)

Decay of deep r20 =
(
1−Γ(C)

)
/τ20 9.551 (13.146)

Decay of stratiform r30 = 1/τ30 1.021 (0.002)

Arrhenius function Γ(x) = {1− e−x if x > 0, 0 otherwise}
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TABLE 2: Description of the experiments in Section 4.

Map Description

Perfect model experiments (truth: regime A, forecast: regime A)

PM Map trained on TD PM’s correlations

Model error experiments (truth: regime A, forecast: regime B)

ME1 Map trained on TD PM’s correlations

ME2 Map trained on TD ME’s correlations

Training data

TD PM Perfect model experiment with 1000 members

TD ME Model error experiment with 1000 members
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FIG. 1: (a) Vertical profiles of the first few modes of horizontal velocity u and potential tem-

perature q . (First three profiles) Barotropic mode u0 and first two baroclinic modes of velocity

u1 and u2, respectively. (Last two profiles) First two baroclinic modes of temperature q1 and q2.

(b) Baroclinic profile of the heating (and cooling) rates associated with the three cloud types of

the multicloud model. (Left) Mode–2 congestus heating Hc. (Center) Mode–1 deep heating Hd .

(Right) Mode–2 stratiform heating Hs. The heating curves intersect the vertical straight lines at

zero heating points.

2006; Abhik et al. 2013). The convective heating rates Hc, Hd and Hs directly force the first116

two baroclinic modes of vertical structure as illustrated in Figure 1. In addition to the convective117

heating rates, the system is also forced by radiative cooling rates and momentum turbulent drags.118

Below the free troposphere model we place a mixed representation of the atmospheric boundary119

layer (ABL). The ABL has depth hb = 500 m and spans�hb z 0. The Earth’s surface is located120

at z = �hb, and the top of the ABL is at z = 0. The ABL is represented by a Reynolds-averaged,121

well mixed rotating Boussinesq fluid. Vertical averaging over the mixed layer depth, below cloud122

base, yields prognostic ABL equations for the horizontal velocity ub = (ub,vb), fluctuation poten-123

tial temperature qb and equivalent potential temperature qeb. The vertical turbulent fluxes at the top124

and bottom of the ABL are systematically closed in terms of vertical gradients of bulk quantities.125

The turbulent fluxes act conjointly to entrain the free tropospheric scalars and momentum into the126

7

FIG. 1: (a) Vertical profiles of the leading modes of horizontal velocity u and potential temper-
ature θ . (First three profiles) Barotropic mode u0 and first two baroclinic modes of velocity u1
and u2, respectively. (Last two profiles) First two baroclinic modes of temperature θ1 and θ2.
(b) Baroclinic profile of the heating (and cooling) rates associated with the three cloud types of
the multicloud model. (Left) Mode–2 congestus heating Hc. (Center) Mode–1 deep heating Hd .
(Right) Mode–2 stratiform heating Hs. The heating curves intersect the vertical straight lines at
zero heating points.
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FIG. 2: Imposed SST meridional profile. The surface temperature gradient at RCE follows a
normal distribution centered at 15◦ N with a standard deviation of 7.2◦. θ es and θ eb are the
surface and ABL equivalent potential temperatures at RCE, respectively.
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FIG. 3: Mean meridional circulation averaged over the training interval for regime A. The top

of the ABL (solid black line) is located at height 0 km. The contours represent the indicated

fields, and the arrows are the velocity vector field (v,w). Clockwise: Zonal and meridional winds,

potential temperature, total heating, vertical velocity and pressure.

filtering problem in (3a)-(3b). The key idea of EnKF is to model the background (or forecast) den-225

sity as a Gaussian distribution with mean and covariance estimated empirically from an ensemble226

of K forecast solutions. Subsequently, analysis mean and covariance matrix are computed using227

the Kalman filter formula (Kalman et al. 1960), incorporating the information from the current228

observations to the mean update. Finally, the analysis (or posterior) ensemble estimates are drawn229

from the analysis Gaussian distribution. We should mention that there are many variations of230

14

FIG. 3: Mean meridional circulation averaged over the training interval for regime A. The top
of the ABL (solid black line) is located at height 0 km. The contours represent the indicated
fields, and the arrows are the velocity vector field (v,w). Clockwise: Zonal and meridional winds,
potential temperature, total heating, vertical velocity and pressure.
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FIG. 4: Same as Fig. 3 but for regime B.

EnKF (e.g., Houtekamer and Mitchell (1998b); Bishop et al. (2001); Anderson (2001); Whitaker231

and Hamill (2002)) since there are non-unique ways to sample the analysis Gaussian density.232

In theory, for linear Gaussian models, the EnKF converges to the (exact) KF solution in the limit233

of large ensemble size, K ! •. However the use of large ensembles is often cost prohibitive in234

practice, and typically we resort to small ensembles of size K⌧ N, where N is the dimension of235

the state space. For instance, in our application K = O(10) while N = O(103). While a small en-236

semble size is computationally desirable, it introduces sampling errors that lead to underestimated237

covariances (Furrer and Bengtsson 2007). This issue is routinely addressed using covariance infla-238

tion methods (Anderson 2007a) that essentially “blow up” the prior covariance by some inflation239

factor. Furthermore, small ensemble sizes also induce spurious ensemble correlations between240

15

FIG. 4: Same as Fig. 3 but for regime B.
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FIG. 5: 25-day Hovmöller plots for regime A. Clockwise: ABL equivalent potential temperature,

free tropospheric moisture, meridional barotropic wind; Stratiform, deep and congestus cloud area

fractions.

observations and state variables with distant grid points (Lorenc 2003), a problem mitigated using241

a technique known as localization (Houtekamer and Mitchell 1998a).242

In this paper, we address the spurious correlation issue with the data-driven technique proposed243

by De La Chevrotière and Harlim (2017). Instead of tuning a specified parametric localization244

function (such as the half-width parameter of the Gaspari-Cohn or exponentially decaying func-245

tions), this method uses a pair of labeled training datasets to estimate a linear map, called the246

localization map, that transforms the poorly estimated sample correlation into an improved corre-247

lation. This training methodology is effectively an example of supervised learning in the machine248

16

FIG. 5: 25-day Hovmöller plots for regime A. Clockwise: ABL equivalent potential temperature,
free tropospheric moisture, meridional barotropic wind; Stratiform, deep and congestus cloud area
fractions.
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FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 5 but for regime B.

learning community. Here, the localization map is implemented within the sequential least squares249

framework of Anderson (LS-EnKF; (Anderson 2003)), a serial variant of the EnKF which allows250

observations with independent measurement errors to be assimilated sequentially. Anderson’s251

scheme breaks down the problem into a sequence of linear regressions of a scalar observation252

onto the state vector. In this scalar context, the covariances, or correlations, between a single253

observation and the model state variables appear explicitly and can be easily localized.254

In the remainder of this section, we provide a brief review on the LS-EnKF in Section 3a and255

the localization map technique in Section 3b. We conclude this section with a discussion on the256

general experimental design using a synthetic satellite observation network.257
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FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 5 but for regime B.
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FIG. 7: Optical thickness τ(q,∞,z) (left), transmittance Tλ (q,∞,z) (middle) and weighting func-
tion Kλ (q,∞,z) (right) as a function of height z for the 6 channels λ1, . . . , λ6, shown here (in an
array of colors; quantities are nondimensional) for different climatological moisture values q.
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FIG. 8: Nondimensional brightness temperature Tb,λ1 associated with the first channel, calculated
from climatology over a period of 65 days.
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FIG. 9: Contour plot of the vector localization map for the correlations between the model coor-
dinates i of the field ub and a Channel 1 brightness temperature observation j located at the green
point (near the Equator). The contour value at the coordinates (i, `) corresponds to the component
` of the vector map Li j. For a fixed i and j, the vector components of Li j (along the y-axis) are
zero outside the radius ρ = 6 of the observation location.
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(a) qeb (b) qu0

FIG. 10: The GC function and localization map for the correlation between the observed brightness

temperature of Channel 1 observed at three different locations (roughly 14�S, EQ and 12�N) and

the model variables (a) qeb and (b) u0.

45

FIG. 10: The GC function and localization map for the correlation between the observed brightness
temperature of Channel 1 observed at three different locations (roughly 14◦S, EQ and 12◦N) and
the model variables (a) θeb and (b) u0.
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FIG. 11: Perfect model experiments. Log-linear plot of the time mean of analysis RMSE as a

function of ensemble size is shown for the 14 analyzed fields, for the verification experiments

using the localization maps PM1 and PM2 (dashed black). The training experiment TD PM using

1000 members is reported as a baseline (solid blue).
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FIG. 12: Perfect model experiments. Log-linear plot of the time mean of analysis RMSE as a
function of ensemble size is shown for the 14 analyzed fields, for the verification experiments
using the localization maps PM with ρ = 0 and ρ = 6 (dashed black). The training experiment
TD PM using 1000 members is reported as a baseline (solid blue).
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FIG. 13: Model error experiments. Log-linear plot of the time mean of analysis RMSE as a
function of ensemble size is shown for the 14 analyzed fields, for the verification experiments
using the localization maps ME1 and ME2. The training experiments TD ME and TD PM using
1000 members are reported as baselines (solid blue).
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FIG. 14: Model error experiments. Time mean of analysis RMSE as a function of training and
verification ensemble sizes for experiment ME2 (ρ = 6). White pixels indicate filter divergence.
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(a) truth

(b) analysis

FIG. 9: Snapshot of the meridional circulation of (a) the truth and (b) the analysis for the veri-

fication experiment ME2. The snapshot is taken at an arbitrary assimilation cycle. The contours

represent the indicated fields, and the arrows are the velocity vector field (v,w).

which uses information of adjacent spatial correlations to improve the correlation estimates, is507

more robust relative to the scalar localization map, which is analogous to the usual localization508

function since it corrects correlation using pointwise information. Consistent with the formulation509

in (6), the vector map trained on background correlations gives the more accurate filter estimates510

compared to the vector map trained on the analysis correlations and the scalar map.511

32

FIG. 15: Snapshot of the meridional circulation of (a) the truth and (b) the analysis for the verifica-
tion experiment ME2 (ρ = 6 and K = 10). The snapshot is taken at an arbitrary assimilation cycle.
The contours represent the indicated fields, and the arrows are the velocity vector field (v,w).
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(a) truth

(b) analysis

FIG. 13: 50-day Hovmöller plots of (a) the truth and (b) the analysis for the verification experiment

ME2 (K = 10). (Left column.) Free tropospheric moisture. (Right column.) Deep cloud area

fraction.

ABL zonal wind ub since the training data of these two fields are highly correlated compared to495

the other fields. This finding is consistent with the cost function formulation of the localization496

maps, in which the correlation distributions are assumed to be stationary. When the ensemble497

size is extremely small, the numerical results suggest that the vector localization map, which498

uses information of adjacent spatial correlations to improve the correlation estimates, is more499

robust relative to the scalar localization map, which is analogous to the usual localization function500
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FIG. 16: 25-day Hovmöller plots of (a) the truth and (b) the analysis for the verification experiment
ME2 (ρ = 6 and K = 10). (Left column.) Free tropospheric moisture. (Right column.) Deep cloud
area fraction.
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